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processor. The memory Stores a linear array, where each
array indeX corresponds to a transmission priority and is
capable of referencing a list of queues. Each queue has an
assigned weight and an associated calculation remainder
variable Stored in a memory. Queues referenced by a low
value array indeX are Selected for transmission before
queues referenced by higher value array index. The queue
processor is arranged So that to repetitively Select a queue for
transmission in dependence on the referenced position of the
queue in the array, and to operate a predetermined function
for moving the reference to a queue Selected for transmis
Sion to a new array index.
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2
the queue further along the array, the exact position being
calculated in dependence on the queues assigned weight.
Whilst the basic Weighted Fair Queue algorithm works
well for preventing Starvation that occurs in priority queuing
and establishes a maximum flow rate for each queue, link
bandwidth is often wasted because the percentage of link
bandwidth reserved for a particular queue is reserved
whether or not there are packets waiting. There is no
apparent way of distributing exceSS bandwidth between
other queues because queues do not have priority assigned

QUEUE CONTROL METHOD AND SYSTEM
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is in the general field of commu
nication traffic queue control and in particular relates to an
improvement to the weighted fair queue algorithm.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Networks are used to transfer voice, Video and data

relative to one another.

between various network devices. Network devices Such as
Switches are located within networks to direct the transfer of
network traffic between various devices. Network traffic is

typically bursty in nature. In order to compensate for net
work traffic bursts, memory queues are incorporated into
network devices. These allow the device to temporarily store
traffic when the incoming rate is higher than an available
outgoing rate. When more than one queue has traffic and
each queue is contending for the Same bandwidth, Some of
the traffic is required to wait in the queues and Some

The number of weights supported is important in WFO
System-it determines the ratio between the highest band

width (BW) supported to the lowest bandwidth supported. A
15

Granularity

anularity

mechanism is needed to determine how traffic contention is
resolved.

In order to resolve contention and provide a Quality of
Service guarantee or Some method of fair contention reso
lution to traffic, queue management algorithms must be
implemented in the network devices. In one algorithm
referred to as “priority queuing, contending queues are
assigned different priorities and traffic is forwarded from the
queues in Strict priority order. For example, referring to FIG.

25

1, four queues Q, Q, Q and Q (designated 1-4 respec
tively) hold packetised traffic that is to be forwarded on link
(20). The link (20) has a finite bandwidth R that must be

shared by the traffic. To resolve the contention, the queues
are prioritized and packets from the queues are forwarded to

35

the link (20) in strict priority order under the control of a
queue manager (10), Such as a Switch. While priority queu
ing works well when there is little contention, where there
is contention, traffic from higher priority queues is for
warded at the expense of traffic from lower priority queues.
In this situation, lower priority queues might be totally
blocked since the priority mechanism allows the high pri
ority queue to transmit traffic any time when the queue is not

40

45

BW of weight N

Obviously, a System is more efficient if the granularity is
fine because a weight that is assigned to a queue is likely to
represent a bandwidth closer to that required. Where granu
larity is coarse, each increase in weight is likely to corre
spond to a large increase in bandwidth and therefore it is
unlikely a close match to the bandwidth requirement can be
found. The number of weights that can be used and the
granularity between the weights is dependent on the size of
the array. Obviously, the larger the array the more complex
the processing of the WFO algorithm becomes and the more
memory or logic elements are needed to Support the System.
Thus, there exists a trade-off between the number of weights
and their respective granularity and the processing Speed of
the System.
Implementing traffic management in high-Speed network
nodes like routers or Switches requires high-speed hardware
or software. The WFO algorithm must complete calculations
algorithms such as WFO inhibits their use in high-speed
Switches which must Select a cell for transmission every few

microSeconds (or less). In addition, it is difficult to Scale the

algorithm to tens of thousands of connections multiplexed
onto a single link without increasing the Selection time for

“Weighted Fair Queuing” (WFQ). Contending queues are

assigned weights and packets are forwarded from queues in
proportion to the weights assigned to each queue. For
example, referring again to FIG. 1, the four queues are
assigned a weight that represents the amount of bandwidth
that is reserved for that queue. If the total available band
width of the link were 100 bytes per second, then with queue
weights assigned as 20%, 25%, 15% and 40% to Q, Q, Q
and Q respectively, Q would be allocated 20 bytes per
second on the link, Q would be allocated 25 bytes per
Second, Q- 15 bytes per Second and Q 40 bytes per Second.
By using a WFO mechanism the rate of each queue is
guaranteed and queues cannot starve each other. In one
implementation of the weighted fair queue algorithm, a
linear array is defined. Each array element represents a
transmission time on the outgoing link. Queues are Sched
uled by linking them to one of the elements in the array, the
order of transmission being determined by the order of the
queues in the array. Once a transmission is made from a
queue according to the Schedule, the position of the queue
within the array is recalculated. The recalculation Schedules

{BW of weight N} {BW of weight (N 1)}

within a cell time (in high speed lines of speeds of 622 mb./s
or above this is less then 1 us). However, the complexity of

empty.

One algorithm that attempts to resolve issues Surrounding
contention management without the above problems is

WFO system with a large number of weights supports a
large variety of different bandwidths. The number of weights
also determines the granularity, granularity being the pro
portion of bandwidth each weight represents:

each cell.
50

55

60

65

With the advent of high speed links and small cell sizes,
modem networking devices, Such as Switches, require effi
cient hardware and corresponding algorithms to process cell
arrivals in an extremely short Space of time. However, at
present there exists a trade-off between cell Selection time
and the Scalability Such algorithms.
It may also be desirable for a queue management algo
rithm to be work conserving, i.e. where there is waiting
traffic in queues, Scheduling calculations should be com
pleted within a cell time in order to prevent wasted trans
mission times on the link. A large number of queues should
also be Supported-this is essential in a per-VC or a per-flow
node. If implemented in a logic gate System Such as ASIC or
FPGA, a low number of logic gates should be used to limit
cost and complexity and increase processing Speed Further
more, in weighted algorithms Such as weighted fair queuing,
a large number of weights should be Supported in order to
Support incoming links with varying bandwidths.

US 6,990,115 B2
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network has to guarantee delivery of cells from CLP0 (Cell
Loss Priority 0) and to attempt to deliver CLP 1 cells. In
ABR the network has to guarantee delivery of traffic that
does not exceed MCR (Minimum Cell Rate) and to attempt

3
Scheduling methods of this type is particularly relevant to

ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networks. However,
most types of network, such as IP, now offer some kind of

Quality of Service (QoS) to which such scheduling methods
are relevant. ATM supports several classes of services: CBR

to deliver traffic that exceeds MCR In GFR the network has

to guarantee delivery of traffic that does not exceed MCR

(Constant Bit Rate); VBR (Variable Bit Rate); ABR (Avail
able Bit Rate); GFR (Guaranteed Frame Rate) and UBR
(Unspecified Bit Rate). Traffic in ATM is divided into fixed

(Minimum Cell Rate) and to attempt to deliver traffic that
exceeds MCR.

Size cells. Traffic may be Sensitive to delay and delay
variation. Connections may require traffic below an agreed
rate to be guaranteed to be delivered. Connections normally
have Some form of agreed maximum transmission rate.
However this is not always the case and traffic may in these

The present invention can be used in cell-based networks

like ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), and in other
networks having fixed size PDUs (Protocol Data Units). It
can also be applied to networks like IP (Internet Protocol) if
adapted to accommodate the network's variable size PDUs.
The main advantages of the method of the present inven

cases be delivered on a best-effort basis.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,831,971 issued to Lucent Technologies,
Inc. discloses a traffic management System based on a
combination of leaky bucket traffic Shaping and weighted
fair queuing collision arbitration. Virtual finishing times
based on the time a cell transmission would have completed
under idealized fair queuing is used to Select cells awaiting
transmission. A Selected cell is only transmitted is the leaky
bucket shaper determines that the cell conforms to the
agreed traffic contract. Non-conforming cells are re-assigned
a new virtual finishing time and left in a queue for trans

15

mission.

25

U.S. Pat. No. 5,864,540 issued to AT&T Corp./CSI Zeinet
and U.S. Pat. No. 6,011,775 issued to AT&T Corp. disclose
traffic shaping methods for packet-Switched networks in
which leaky bucket traffic shaping is combined with
weighted round robin Scheduling. Incoming traffic is queued
in Separate queues which are served on a round robin basis
in dependence on a priority calculated from the traffic’s
bandwidth. Cells Selected from the queues are only trans
mitted if the transmission Satisfies the leaky bucket approxi
mation of the agreed traffic contract.

S. A large number of queues may be Supported
S. A large number of weights may be Supported (in a
practical implementation thousands)
S. The method offers a shorter rescheduling calculation

time compared to Similar algorithms because a rela
tively Small array is used
A System in accordance with the method can be imple
mented using a Small count of logic elements/gates in ASIC

35

STATEMENT OF INVENTION

According, to one aspect of the present invention, there is
provided a queue control method for Scheduling fixed size

40

traffic elements for transmission on a link from a number of

queues, each queue having an assigned weight determined in
dependence on predetermined characteristics of the queue
and an associated calculation remainder variable, a linear

array being maintained in a memory, each array indeX
corresponding to a transmission priority and being capable
of referencing a list of queues, queues referenced by a low
value array indeX being Selected for transmission before
queues referenced by higher value array index, wherein the
queue control method comprises the Steps of:
Selecting the first queue referenced by the lowest array indeX
for transmission and, moving the reference to the queue
Selected for transmission to a new array index, the new array
indeX being calculated by a predetermined function using
the current array indeX referencing the queue, the queue's
weight and the queue's calculation remainder variable value

traffic like mrt-VBR2.3, ABR and GFR. In VBR2.3 the

In the present invention an array of Size K is used to
implement a WFO-based system with Lweights where L>K.
In WFO systems known from the above described art that
use linear arrays a queue cannot be rescheduled for trans
mission at the current array index. In the present invention,
the System implemented allows a queue to be rescheduled
for transmission at the current array index. Where a queue
cannot be rescheduled at the current array index, a longer
array will be needed because a queue will always be moved
at least one position down the array each time it is processed.
In contrast, in the present invention it is possible that a queue
is rescheduled to the same array indeX a number of times
before being moved down the array. It will be seen that this
reduces implementation of the System considerably. Accord
ing to another aspect of the present invention, there is
provided a queue control System for Scheduling fixed size
traffic elements for transmission on a link from a number of

45

50

55

The present invention seeks to provide an improved WFO
above problems and requirements. The algorithm is particu
larly Suitable for a fast, efficient implementation in logic
element-based hardware whilst using a limited number of
logic elements.
In relation to ATM, the present invention seeks to offer a
method of Scheduling traffic for guaranteed unbounded

(Application Specific Integrated Circuits) or FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array).

queues, each queue having an assigned Weight and an

as parameterS.

(Weighted Fair Queue) algorithm that seeks to answer the

tion are:

asSociated calculation remainder variable Stored in a

memory, the System comprising a memory Storing a linear
array, each array indeX corresponding to a transmission
priority and being capable of referencing a list of queues,
queues referenced by a low value array indeX being Selected
for transmission before queues referenced by higher value
array index, and a queue processor arranged to repetitively
Select a queue for transmission in dependence on each
queue's referenced position in the array, wherein the queue
processor is arranged to operate a predetermined function
for moving the reference to the queue Selected for transmis
Sion to a new array index, the new array indeX being
calculated using the current array indeX referencing the
queue, the queues weight and the queue's calculation
remainder variable value as parameters.

60

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

65

For a better understanding, the invention will now be
described, by way of example only, with reference to the
accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a Schematic diagram of a traffic multiplexing
System;

US 6,990,115 B2
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S
FIG. 2 illustrates the operation of the system in accor
dance with the present invention; and,
FIG. 3 is a series of block diagrams illustrating the
processing of multiple queues according to the present
invention.

A binary calculation is made, adding the weight associ

5

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

CAI is determined by taking the first (most significant)
log K bits (140) of timp and the new value for QI is
determined by taking the remaining (least significant) log
L/K bits (150) of timp.

Referring again to FIG. 1, a weight is assigned to each

queue (1-4). The bandwidth of the link (20) is R. This is
shared between the queues (1-4) according to the weights;

the lowest weight corresponding to the highest bandwidth
and vice-versa. The total link bandwidth is shared among the
queues, Ribeing the transmission rate of queue Q and So on

It can be seen from the calculations above that if the
15

f R = RL, where

L=256 (LogL=8)
K=32 (Log-K=5)
(LogL/K=3)

Ri Wi
Ri Wi
25

TABLE 1.
Bandwidth of

mance criteria that will be discussed later.

has been Selected for transmission. The calculation is illus
trated in FIG. 2.

No. Cells to Transmit

Assigned Weight

Q
Q2
Qs
Q

10
5
1O
5

1.
2
4
4

Queue (Ri)
1/2
/4
/s
/s

R.
R.
R.
R.

At commencement, CI=0 and QI to QI (denoted QI, in

the table where corresponds to the Queue being recalcu

lated)=0.
40

The initial indeX for each array is calculated as is shown
in Table 1. This results in the array configuration shown in
FIG. 3a.
TABLE 2

45

Recalcu
lated
Para
Calculation

50

CI Action
Set Q,

Weight

CI QI

meters

f

CAI QI FIG.

OOOOOOO1 OOOOOOOO OOOOOOO1

O

1

a

OOOOOO10 OOOOOOOO OOOOOO1O

O

2

a

OOOOO100 OOOOOOOO OOOOO1OO

O

4

a

OOOOO100 OOOOOOOO OOOOO1OO

O

4

a

array index
Set Q,

array index
Set Q,
55

array index
Set Q,

array index

60

The first queue Selected for transmission is therefore Q as
it is the first queue encountered at the lowest array index.
Once queue Q1 is Selected for transmission, its indeX in the

array must be recalculated. Adding its weight (00000001) to
the binary number made up of CI (00000) and QI (001)

at the calculated index.

The same calculation is used to determine a queues initial
indeX and for determination of a queue's new indeX after it

Queue

35

culation.

Upon initialization, CI and all the QI local variables are
Set to 0. The initial indeX for a queue is determined, taking
the queues with traffic pending in Some arbitrary fashion. AS
and when a cell arrives in a queue, if the queue was empty
and therefore not referenced in the array, an array index is
determined and a reference to the array is added to the array

The example is based on 4 incoming queues Q to Q. The
characteristics of each queue are shown in Table 1 as
follows:

The lowest possible weight is 1 whilst the highest possible
weight is L. The value of L. must be pre-Selected, taking into
account the types of connections expected and other perfor

A linear array of size K is used; each entry in the array is
capable of referencing a list of queues. Queues referenced in
the array are selected for transmission on the link (20) in
dependence on their position in the array. A queue refer
enced at array index 0 will be selected for transmission
before one referenced at array index 1 and So forth. Once a
queue is Selected for transmission of a cell, the queue's
indeX in the array is recalculated.
A number of local and global variables are used for the
calculation (or recalculation) of the index of a queue in the
array. The current index (CI) holds the current index in the
array from which a queue has just been Selected for trans
mission. It is a global binary variable with a size of log K.
After all of the queues that are linked to the position pointed
by the CI have been served, CI is moved to the next
non-empty indeX at which a queue is referenced. The
calculated index (CAI) is a variable in which the new index
of the queue in the array is Set. The calculated indeX is a
variable with size of log K. Once CAI is calculated, the
reference to the queue in the array is moved to the indeX
CAI. Finally, the queue index (QI) is a local variable
associated with each queue (QI being associated with queue
Q and So on). Each variable QI has a size log (L/K) and
corresponds to the remainder, if any, from a previous cal

weight (Wx) is high, the next transmission time will be

scheduled further away than if the weight is low.
FIGS. 3a to 3r illustrates the operation of the above
algorithm for a number of prioritised queues.
The system variables are set as follows:

Such that

Therefore, if the transmission rate (bandwidth) Of Q is
twice that of Q, the weight assigned to Q is twice the
weight assigned to Q.

ated with the queue (in the form of a Log Llength binary
number, designated as 100) to a binary number made up of
CI (in the form of a Log K binary number, designated as
110) and the queue's respective QI value (in the form of a
Log L/K binary number, designated as 120). A temporary
variable timp (designated as 130) is used to store this value.

65

gives the number 00000010. Taking the first 5 digits for the
value of the new array index CAI gives 0 whilst the last 3
digits Set QI to 2. Thus, queue Q is rescheduled at the same

index in the array (0). AS there are already queues Scheduled

US 6,990,115 B2
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at that index, the reference to the queue is added to the end of weights is only reasonable in non real-time traffic where
of the list, as is shown in FIG. 3b. This procedure is repeated low delay variation is not necessary.
ad-infinitum or until no cells remain for transmission in any
The maximum usable weight is (L-K). The reason for this
of the queues.
is
that
above this maximum are used, Scheduling
Table 3 illustrates the scheduling of the above queues, the 5 operatesif weights
incorrectly
leading to queues with weights above
current array indeX CI being shown next to the action to be
this
maximum
being
rescheduled for immediate transmis
taken (e.g. transmit queue Q and recalculate index of Q).
The far right column states the corresponding part of FIG. 3 Sion instead of being rescheduled after queues with lower
weights.
that shows the array configuration at that point in time.
TABLE 3
Recalculated
Parameters

Calculation

CI Action

O Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q,
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q,
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q,
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
1 Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.
Transmit Q, recalc Q.

Weight

CI QI,

f

CAI

QI

00000001
00000010
00000100
00000100
00000001
00000010
00000001
00000010
00000001
00000001
00000001
00000001
00000100
00000100
00000010
00000001
00000100
00000100

00000001
00000010
00000100
00000100
00000010
00000100
00000011
00000110
00000100
00000101
00000110
00000111
00001000
00001000
00001000
00001000
00001100
00001100

00000010
00000100
00001000
00001000
00000011
00000110
00000100
00001000
00000101
00000110
00000111
00001000
00001100
00001100
00001010
00001001
00010000
00010000

O
0

2
4
O
O
3
6
4
O
5
6
7
O
4
4
2
1.
O
O

O
0
0

O
0
O

2
2

Transmit Q.

OOOOOO10 OOOO1010 OOOO11OO

4

Transmit Q, recalc Q.

00000001 00001001 00001010

2

Transmit Q,

OOOOOOO1 OOOO1010 OOOO1011

3

FIG. 3

35

It is possible to improve the above algorithm, in particular
the granularity provided by the weights. The term granular
ity refers to the Smallest bandwidth a weight can represent

It can be seen from the above table that the Scheduled

transmission order for this example will be:
QQQQQQQQQQQQ Q. Q, Q Q Q. Qa
QQQ Q, Q Q. Q. Q. Q. Q. Q. Q

40

As we see Q takes /2 of the link’s BW (RL), Q takes /4,
Q and Q take /8 each.
The method discussed herein could be used for scheduling
in networks with other PDU types. For example, in a
network having packet based PDUs of variable size, the
recalculation should consider packet size. The calculation
equation could be adapted for Such situations as follows
where Ln is the size of the packet transmitted.

Granularity- {BW of weight N} {BW of weight (N 1)}
anularity=
BW of weight N
45

50

The ratio between the number of weighs (L) and the size

of the array determines the delay variation generated by the
WFO scheduler. A lower delay variation will be achieved if
the array Size is equal to the number of weights i.e. K=L. A
priority encoder is used to find the next none empty position
in the array after all of the queues link to the current CI have
been served and rescheduled to another CI. However, a large
array requires a large priority encoder for the calculation of

Mb/s, it would still be scheduled as if it were a link of
bandwidth 77.5 Mb/s as no lower division is available. This
55

would result in wastage of 27.5 Mb/s.
AS described above, the lowest weight corresponds to the
highest bandwidth while the highest weight corresponds to
the lowest bandwidth. We can assign weights in different
CS

(1): Weight value 1 designates the link bandwidth (R). In

the new CI (CAI). In turn, a large priority encoder consumes
large number of gates and the calculation time is increased.

For example, if a link has a bandwidth of 155 Mb/s, if
only two weights are used the Smallest bandwidth that can
be allocated is 77.5 Mb/s. This is said to have a granularity
of 50%. Obviously as granularity becomes lower, more
varying bandwidths of incoming linkScan be catered for. In
the above example if one of the links had a bandwidth of 50

60

this case the minimum BW supported will be

The method discussed above with reference to FIGS. 2

and 3 permits large numbers of weights, thereby allowing
flexible bandwidth allocation. It is possible in the present
invention to use a Small array in order to decrease the
calculation time and the logic gate count. However, by
decreasing the Size of the array the delay variation is
increased. Hence, the use of a Small array with large number

Line Rate (RL)

Maximum Weight (L)
65

Granularity will be coarse for high bandwidth links and

fine for low bandwidth links (see table 4).

US 6,990,115 B2
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(2): In order to improve granularity for high bandwidth

System constant, QIX is the queue X's calculation
remainder variable and WX is queue XS weight.
2. A queue control method according to claim 1, further
comprising the Step of recalculating the value of queue's
calculation remainder variable, the recalculation comprising
a predetermined function using the current array index
referencing the queue, the queues weight and the queue's
calculation remainder variable value as parameters.
3. A queue control method according to claim 2, in which
the predetermined function is:

links weight value 10 designates the link bandwidth

(R). In this case the minimum bandwidth Supported
will be

10X

Line Rate (RL)

.
. . . .. .. .
Maximum
Weight
(L)

Although the minimum bandwidth is worse than in (1),
the overall granularity is much better (see table 5).

LogLKI (CIL/K+OIx+Wx modulo L1,

TABLE 4
No Weights

Min bandwidth

Granularity

1.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1O
2O
50
1OO
500

155.OOO
77.500
51.667
38.750
31.OOO
25.833
22.143
19.375
17.222
15.500
7.750
3.1OO
1550
O.310

50.00%
33.33%
25.00%
2O.OO%
16.67%
14.29%
12.50%
11.11%
10.00%
5.00%
2.00%
1.00%
O.20%
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To improve granularity we can multiply each weight used
by a magnification factor, n, and do not use the first n
weights. Applying this to the above example, if n is set to 10:
TABLE 5
No. Weights

Minimum bandwidth

Granularity

1O
2O
50
1OO
500

15S.OOO
77.500
31.OOO
15.500
3.100

10.00%
5.00%
2.00%
1.00%
O.20%
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where K is the size of the array, CI is the current array
indeX referencing the queue, L is a predetermined
System constant, QIX is the queue X's calculation
remainder variable and WX is queue XS weight.
4. A queue control method according to claim 3, in which
L is a predetermined maximum assignable weight.
5. A queue control method according to claim 1, in which
L is a predetermined maximum assignable weight.
6. A queue control method according to claim 1, further
comprising the Step of increasing the minimum assignable
weight by a factor n to thereby increase granularity.
7. A queue control method for Scheduling traffic elements
with variable elements length Ln for transmission on a link
from a number of queues, each queue having an assigned
weight determined in dependence on predetermined charac
teristics of the queue and an associated calculation remain
der variable, a linear array being maintained in a memory,
each array indeX corresponding to a transmission priority
and being capable of referencing a list of queues, queues
referenced by a low value array index being selected for
transmission before queues referenced by higher value array
index; Said queue control method comprises the Steps of
Selecting the first queue referenced by the lowest array
indeX for transmission and,
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moving the reference to a queue Selected for transmission
to a new array index, the new array indeX being
calculated by a predetermined function using a current
array indeX referencing the queue, the queues weight
and the queue's calculation remainder variable value as
parameters

wherein the predetermined function is:

What is claimed is:

1. A queue control method for Scheduling fixed size traffic

45

elements for transmission on a link from a number of

queues, each queue having an assigned weight determined in
dependence on predetermined characteristics of the queue
and an associated calculation remainder variable, a linear

array being maintained in a memory, each array indeX
corresponding to a transmission priority and being capable
of referencing a list of queues, queues referenced by a low
value array indeX being Selected for transmission before
queues referenced by higher value array index; Said queue
control method comprises the Steps of:
Selecting the first queue referenced by the lowest array

50
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indeX for transmission and,

moving the reference to a queue Selected for transmission
to a new array index, the new array indeX being
calculated by a predetermined function using a current
array indeX referencing the queue, the queues weight
and the queue's calculation remainder variable value as
parameters wherein the predetermined function is:
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where K is the size of the array, CI is the current array
indeX referencing the queue, L is a predetermined
System constant, QIX is the queue X's calculation
remainder variable and WX is queue XS weight.
9. A computer-readable medium, on which is Stored a
computer program of instructions for a processor to Schedule
fixed size traffic elements for transmission on a link from a
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where K is the size of the array, CI is the current array
indeX referencing the queue, L is a predetermined

where K is the size of the array, CI is the current array
indeX referencing the queue, L is a predetermined
System constant, QIX is the queue X's calculation
remainder variable and WX is queue XS weight.
8. A queue control method according to claim 7, further
comprising the Step of recalculating the value of queue's
calculation remainder variable, the recalculation comprising
the predetermined function:

number of queues, each queue having an assigned weight
determined in dependence on predetermined characteristics
of the queue and an associated calculation remainder Vari
able, the program being arranged to generate and maintain
a linear array in a memory, each array indeX corresponding

US 6,990,115 B2
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to a transmission priority and being capable of referencing
a list of queues, queues referenced by a low value array
indeX being Selected for transmission before queues refer
enced by higher value array index, wherein the program
comprises, in combination:
means for Selecting the first queue referenced by the
lowest array indeX for transmission and,
means for moving the reference to a queue Selected for
transmission to a new array index, wherein the means
for moving calculates the new array indeX by a prede
termined function using a current array indeX referenc
ing the queue, the queues weight and the queue's
calculation remainder variable value as parameters,
wherein the predetermined function is:

5

indeX for transmission and,

moving the reference to a queue Selected for transmission
to a new array index, wherein the program calculates
the new array indeX by a predetermined function using
a current array indeX referencing the queue, the queue's
weight and the queue's calculation remainder variable
value as parameters,
wherein the predetermined function is:
15

where K is the size of the array, CI is the current array
indeX referencing the queue, L is a predetermined
System constant, QIX is the queue X's calculation
remainder variable and WX is queue X's weight.
10. A field programmable gate array programmed to
execute Scheduling of fixed size traffic elements for trans
mission on a link from a number of queues, each queue
having an assigned weight determined in dependence on
predetermined characteristics of the queue and an associated
calculation remainder variable, the array being arranged to
generate and maintain a linear array in a memory, each array
indeX corresponding to a transmission priority and being
capable of referencing a list of queues, queues referenced by
a low value array indeX being Selected for transmission
before queues referenced by higher value array index,
wherein the program comprises the Steps of:
Selecting the first queue referenced by the lowest array

where K is the size of the array, CI is the current array
indeX referencing the queue, L is a predetermined
System constant, QIX is the queue X's calculation
remainder variable and WX is queue X's weight.
11. An application Specific integrated circuit configured to
execute Scheduling of fixed size traffic elements for trans
mission on a link from a number of queues, each queue
having an assigned weight determined in dependence on
predetermined characteristics of the queue and an associated
calculation remainder variable, the circuit being arranged to
generate and maintain a linear array in a memory, each array
indeX corresponding to a transmission priority and being

LogKIKCIL/K+OIx+Wx modulo L1,

where K is the size of the array, CI is the current array
indeX referencing the queue, L is a predetermined
System constant, QIX is the queue X's calculation
remainder variable and WX is queue XS weight.
12. A queue control System for Scheduling fixed size
traffic elements for transmission on a link from a number of
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queues, the System comprising:
a memory Storing a linear array, each array indeX corre
sponding to a transmission priority and being capable
of referencing a list of queues,
queues, each one having an assigned Weight and an
asSociated calculation remainder variable Stored in a

indeX for transmission and,

moving the reference to a queue Selected for transmission
to a new array index, wherein the program calculates
the new array indeX by a predetermined function using
a current array indeX referencing the queue, the queue's
weight and the queue's calculation remainder variable
value as parameters,
wherein the predetermined function is:

12
capable of referencing a list of queues, queues referenced by
a low value array indeX being Selected for transmission
before queues referenced by higher value array index,
wherein the program comprises the Steps of
Selecting the first queue referenced by the lowest array
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memory; Said queues referenced by a low value array
indeX being Selected for transmission before queues
referenced by higher value array index, and
a queue processor arranged to repetitively Select a queue
for transmission in dependence on each queues refer
enced position in the array and to operate a predeter
mined function for moving the reference to a queue
Selected for transmission to a new array index; the new
array indeX being calculated using a current array indeX
referencing the queue, the queues weight and the
queue's calculation remainder variable value as param
eters, wherein the predetermined function is:
LogKIKCIL/K+OIx+Wx modulo L1,

where K is the size of the array, CI is the current array
indeX referencing the queue, L is a predetermined
System constant, QIX is the queue X's calculation
remainder variable and WX is queue XS weight.
13. A queue control System according to claim 12, in
which each queue comprises a buffer.
14. A queue control System according to claim 12, in
which the queue processor comprises an application specific
integrated circuit.
15. A queue control System according to claim 12, in
which the queue processor comprises a programmed field
programmable gate array.

